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Earth, Sea & Sky Vacations Brings the Private Spa Party to Cabo
WATSONVILLE, Calif., January 18, 2006—Take one tropical paradise. Add a gorgeous luxury
villa, first rate spa services, a bevy of close friends and great conversation—you have all the
ingredients for a perfect luxury spa party in Los Cabos.
Many luxury villas available for rent in Los Cabos are ideal–and surprisingly affordable—for a
group spa vacation. Finding the right villa and creating the perfect spa party is easy with the help of
the Cabo experts at Earth, Sea & Sky Vacations.
While staying at an Earth, Sea & Sky villa, guests can choose from a range of exclusive spa services,
from a soothing rose petal massage in the bedroom to revitalizing body treatments by the pool.
Guests can combine their private spa sessions with our other special, resort-style in-villa services—
like gourmet chefs, butlers, and entertainment—to create a fabulous villa spa party they’ll remember
for years to come.
Los Cabos was recently identified as one of the top 10 international travel destinations by Carlson
Wagonlit Travel's 2006 Travel Trends Survey. We thought your readers would be interested in this
unique take on the traditional spa retreat, along with other options for relaxing in this beautiful and
increasingly popular locale. We’re happy to provide you with sources and additional information for
any articles you’d like to do, or we could supply a full article on the topic (such as “10 Tips for
Arranging the Perfect Spa Party in Cabo.”) We also have a large collection of high resolution photos
of our guests enjoying spa services at our Cabo villas.
We look forward to assisting you with your coverage of this extraordinary spa getaway alternative.
About Earth, Sea & Sky Vacations
Earth, Sea & Sky Vacations is a privately held company created in 1987 out of a love for Los Cabos,
Mexico, the magnificent travel destination situated at the tip of the Baja Peninsula. ESSV was the
first company to offer private villa rentals in Los Cabos, and is currently the industry leader in
providing luxury villa and resort vacations in the area. The company has grown significantly over
the past two decades due to its exclusive focus on Los Cabos, and commitment to offering guests the
best experience this venue has to offer. ESSV now represents 75 beautiful villas and 37 fine resorts,
and takes pride in its ability to accommodate the needs of any guest.
Earth, Sea & Sky Vacations is based in Watsonville, CA, with an on-site office in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico. For additional information, contact Julie Vallone at 831.465.9422.

